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Abstract: Humans are usually better than autonomous robots in operating in complex
environments. In bilateral teleoperation, to take full advantage of the human’s intelligence,
experience, and sensory inputs for performing a dexterous task, a possibility is to use the two
hands of the user to manipulate two master haptic devices in order to control a slave robot with
multiple degrees-of-freedom (DOF); the total DOFs of the two masters are equal to the DOFs of
the slave. In this paper, two 1-DOF and 2-DOF haptic robots are considered as the two masters
while a 3-DOF robot acts as the slave in a trilateral teleoperation system. It is discussed how
such a system can result in better task performance by splitting the various DOFs of a dexterous
task between two hands or two users, e.g., during peg-in-the-hole insertion. The stability analysis
of such a system is not trivial due to dynamic coupling across the different DOFs of the robots,
the human operators, and the physical/virtual environments. Also, the unknown dynamics of
the users and the environments exacerbate the problem. We present a novel, straightforward
and convenient method for stability analysis of this teleoperation system. Simulation results
demonstrate the validity of the approach.
Keywords: Absolute stability, multi-master/single-slave teleoperation.
1. INTRODUCTION
Robotic manipulators with multiple degrees of freedom
(DOF) have recently found many applications such as in
robotic-assisted surgery and therapy, space exploration,
and navigation systems (Tanaka et al. (2009); Ueki et al.
(2012)). When a multi-DOF manipulator is acting as the
slave robot in a master-slave haptic teleoperation system,
the human controls it and receives haptic feedback via a
master robot typically with the same DOFs. For successful
performance of a multi-DOF task in a physical environment by the human operator of a teleoperation system,
two assumptions are made. First, it is assumed that the
human is always in the loop, i.e., every move made to the
master by the human has been informed by continuous
visual and haptic updates received from the slave. Second
and more importantly, it is assumed that the teleoperator
(the electromechanical system comprising the master, the
slave, the controllers for the master and the slave, and the
communication channel between the master and the slave)
is transparent. Under these two assumptions, the human
should feel as if he/she is doing the multi-DOF task via
direct touch with the environment while actually doing it
via the teleoperation system. Therefore, it is expected that

the natural capabilities of the human in terms of execution
of multi-DOF tasks is transferred to teleoperation. Even
more, it is expected that due to super-human capabilities
of machines such as tremor filtering, high-accuracy positioning, and motion or force scaling, the task performance
in teleoperation is better than that in direct touch.
In practice, while the teleoperator amplifies certain skills of
the human, it may attenuate some other skills. Moreover,
despite the vast amount of research aimed at teleoperation transparency enhancement in recent years, there are
still many electromechanical transparency-limiting imperfections in teleoperators including delays, uncertainties,
nonlinearities, sampling, quantization (Kim et al. (2007)),
and switching. (Walker et al. (2009)). As a result, the
performance of multi-DOF tasks via teleoperation is not
as simple as it should be.
Haptic virtual fixtures as software-generated forces have
been used to guide the human through a task with a
specified path. A virtual fixture effectively creates motion
constraints in a subset of the haptic device’s DOFs,
allowing the human to focus on the remaining DOFs
and thus resulting in improved task performance. An
informative examples is given in Hager (2010). For retinal
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vein cannulation, a needle of about 20-50 µm in diameter
must be inserted into the lumen of a retinal vein, which
is about 100 µm in diameter. Given the very small scale
at which the task is to be executed, there is a need to
drastically enhance the precision of human motion. A
virtual fixture can do so by constraining the needle motion
in the lateral directions to stabilize the human hand while
allowing the needle motion in the axial direction.
As explained before, virtual fixtures deliberately but perhaps temporarily eliminate a subset of the haptic device’s
DOFs in order to improve the performance of a multiDOF task. An alternative strategy considered in this paper is to allow the human to use his/her two hands to
manipulate two haptic devices, each of which provides a
subset of the DOFs required in the task. This can offer
advantages to single-handed, virtual-fixture-based assistance. First, with multi-DOF robots such as the Jaco
arm (Kinova Robotics, Montreal, Canada) for performing
dextrous manipulation tasks by the disabled, two haptic
devices help make most of the limited but possibly complementary motions of the patient’s two hands. Second,
using two haptic devices allows to separate the required
motions in a multi-DOF task into gross vs. fine, positioncontrolled vs. force-controlled, translational vs. rotational,
fast vs. slow, etc. This separation has the potential to
improve dexterous task performance. Third, building a
highly-dexterous master for every new application can be
very costly whereas combining the capabilities of two lessdexterous, off-the-shelf masters can be a more affordable
solution. These provide the motivation for considering twohanded cooperative teleoperation systems that involve two
haptic devices with complementary degrees of freedom
(Zhai and Milgram (1998)).
Closed-loop system stability is critical for safe and effective teleoperation. However, investigation of teleoperation
system stability using common closed-loop stability analysis tools in the control systems literature is not possible
because the models of the human and the environment
are usually unknown, uncertain, and/or time-varying. Research has shown that it is still possible to draw stability
conditions for a haptic teleoperation system under unknown human and environment as long as they are passive
(Li et al. (2013a,b)). While this is referred to as absolute
or unconditional stability in the literature, we simply call
it stability in this paper.
In this paper, we present a new approach for stability
analysis of two-handed cooperative trilateral teleoperation systems with two haptic devices with complementary
DOFs. For simplicity, we consider a 1-DOF robot and a
2-DOF robot as the two masters and a 3-DOF robot as
the slave in a trilateral teleoperation system; we will call
this (1+2)-DOF dual-master/3-DOF single-slave teleoperation. We then use the proposed stability criterion to
design stabilizing teleoperation controllers for the system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next
section gives mathematical definitions and lemmas for
analysis of stability. Section 3 propose a (1+2)-DOF dualmaster/3-DOF single-slave teleoperation system and introduces the peg-in-the-hole task. Next, in Section 4, the
proposed stability analysis method from network theory is
derived. Then, as a case study to show how the feasibility
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Fig. 1. A multiple masters/m-DOF slave teleoperation
system
of the approach can be utilized, in Section 5, a 1-DOF
+ 2-DOF dual-master/3-DOF single slave teleoperation
system with position-position control is considered, the
stability conditions in terms of system parameters including controller gains are found, and simulations to verify the
validity of the calculated stability conditions are presented.
Section 6 contains concluding remarks.
2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
Notation 1. a is a scalar, A is a vector, A is a matrix, and
A is a block matrix (i.e., with matrix elements).
Definition 2. A two-port network is passive if the total
energy delivered to the network at its ports is nonnegative.
Definition 3. (Khalil (2002)) A n × n proper rational
transfer matrix G(s) is positive real if
i) Poles of all elements of G(s) are in Re[s] ≤ 0,
ii) Any pure imaginary pole jω of any element of G(s) is a
simple pole and the residue matrix lims→jω (s−jω)G(s)
is positive semidefinite Hermitian,
iii) For all real ω for which jω is not a pole of any element of G(s), the matrix G(jω) + GT (−jω) is positive
semidefinite.
Property 4. A Hermitian matrix, i.e., a square matrix
equal to its conjugate transpose, is positive definite if its
leading principal minors are all positive.
Lemma 5. (Khalil (2002)) A linear time-invariant minimal
realization model with transfer matrix G(s) is passive if
G(s) is positive real.
Definition 6. A two-port network is absolutely stable
if the coupled system remains bounded-input boundedoutput stable under all possible passive terminations. Otherwise, it is potentially unstable.
Lemma 7. (Youla (1959)) Let Z = ZT be the impedance
matrix of a reciprocal n-port network. Then, the network
is passive if and only if it is absolutely stable.
Lemma 8. (Youla (1960)) Let Z1 and Z2 be the impedance
matrices of two n-port networks. Then, if Z1 and Z2
possess identical principal minors of all orders, then Z1
is absolutely stable if and only if Z2 is absolutely stable.
An n-port network is stable if the port currents I1 , I2 , · · · , In
are zero under all passive terminations z1 , z2 , · · · , zn for
ports (Youla (1959)). In other words, an n-port network
with an impedance matrix Zn×n is stable if and only if the
equation (Z + Z0 )I = 0, where I = [I1 , I2 , · · · , In ]T and
Z0 = diag[z1 , z2 , · · · , zn ] has only the trivial solution I = 0
for every passive choice of Z0 ; this happens if and only if
det(Z + Z0 ) 6= 0. On the other hand, according to Youla
(1960), if two n × n matrices Z1 and Z2 have identical
principal minors of all orders, then
det(Z1 + Z0 ) = det(Z2 + Z0 )
(1)
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for any Z0 = diag[z1 , z2 , · · · , zn ]. This implies that the
stability of two n-port networks with impedance matrices
Z1 and Z2 will happen at the same time (Lemma 8).
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The proposed (1+2)-DOF dual-master/3-DOF singleslave teleoperation system is shown in Figure 1. To analyze
the stability of such a teleoperation system, first the possibly nonlinear dynamics of the 1-DOF master (master 1),
the 2-DOF master (master 2), and the 3-DOF slave need to
be modeled around their operating points by linear-timeinvariant (LTI) impedances zm1 (1×1), Zm2 (2×2), and Zs
(3 × 3), respectively. These impedances either relate joint
torques to joint angular velocities or end-effector forces to
end-effector Cartesian velocities; without loss of generality,
we will assume the latter is the case in the rest of the paper.
Then, the teleoperation system is modeled as
Zm Vh = Fh + Fcm
(2a)
Zs Ve = Fe + Fcs
(2b)
where Zm = diag[zm1 , Zm2 ]. Also, Fh = [ fh1 fh2 fh3 ]T
denotes the interaction force vector between the two humans (or the two hands of the same human) and the two
masters and Fe = [ fe1 fe2 fe3 ]T denotes the interaction
force vector between the slave and the environment. Furthermore, Vh = [ vh1 vh2 vh3 ]T and Ve = [ ve1 ve2 ve3 ]T
are the human and the environment velocity vectors while
Fcm = [ fcm1 fcm2 fcm3 ]T and Fcs = [ fcs1 fcs2 fcs3 ]T
denote the control signals sent to the two master and the
slave, respectively.
For such a (1+2)-DOF dual-master/3-DOF single-slave
teleoperation system, planar peg-in-the-hole insertion is a
an interesting manipulation task (Yamashita et al. (1991)).
As shown in Figure 2, this is a 3-DOF task that involves
two translations (y and z) and one rotation (φ). We will
consider two distinct cases: (i) the 1-DOF master 1 is
manipulated by a hand of the human to control φ while
the 2-DOF master 2 is manipulated by the other hand of
the human to control y and z; (ii) A 3-DOF master is
manipulated by a single hand of the human to control the
y, z and φ. In both cases, a 3-DOF slave robot holds the
peg and performs the y, z and φ maneuvers based on the
position commands from the master(s).
In case (i), as shown in Figure 2, the procedure is divided
into three steps. In the first step, the peg is moved at an
angle toward the hole; this step is completed when the
peg makes contact with the edge of the hole. In the second
step, an insertion force is applied in the z direction and a
force is applied in the y direction to maintain the contact
between the peg and the hole’s edge. At the same time,
the peg is turned along the φ direction to become co-axial
to the hole axis. This step is completed once the peg is
aligned with and slightly inside the hole. In the third step,
an insertion force in the z direction is applied while the
lateral force in the y direction and the moment in the φ
direction are kept to zero. Clearly, master 2 can control
the first and the third steps while master 1 can control the
second step, providing a tangible separation between the
translational and rotational DOFs in order to simplify the
performance of this dexterous task. On the other hand, in
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Fig. 3. A two-port network with each port connected to a
3-DOF termination.
case (ii), the procedure can take longer because the peg can
more easily be jammed inside the hole. In fact, in the third
step, the human may cause φ motions when he/she tries
to apply z motions. Obviously, two-handed teleoperation
is more accurate for this task.
4. MAIN RESULT: AN STABILITY CRITERION FOR
1-DOF + 2-DOF DUAL-MASTER/3-DOF
SINGLE-SLAVE TELEOPERATION SYSTEMS
A (1+2)-DOF dual-master/3-DOF single-slave teleoperation system can be modeled as a two-port network where
each port (terminal) connects to a 3-DOF termination as
shown in Figure 3. The network impedance model will be
F = ZV
(3)
where
T
T
F = [ F1 F2 ] , V = [ V1 V2 ]
(4)
and Fi and Vi , i = 1, 2, represent the 3 × 1 vectors of force
and velocity at the ith port of the network, respectively.
The impedance matrix of the network is


z1,1 · · · z1,6


Z11 Z12


Z=
=  ... . . . ... 
(5)
Z21 Z22
z6,1 · · · z6,6
where Zij , i, j = 1, 2, are the following 3 × 3 matrices: (6).
"
#
z3i−2,3j−2 z3i−2,3j−1 z3i−2,3j
Zij = z3i−1,3j−2 z3i−1,3j−1 z3i−1,3j
(6)
z3i,3j−2 z3i,3j−1 z3i,3j
On the other hand, the pair of 3-dimensional terminations
is represented by
T = diag[T1 , T2 ]
(7)
where Ti , i = 1, 2, represents the 3 × 3 impedance matrix
of the ith m-dimensional termination.
Let
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√
z
γ1 z1,2 z2,1
√ 1,1
z2,2
 γ1 z1,2 z2,1
Z0 = 
..
..

.
.
√
√
γ5 z1,6 z6,1 γ9 z2,6 z6,2


√
· · · γ5 z1,6 z6,1 
√
· · · γ9 z2,6 z6,2 
 (8)
..

···
.
···
z6,6

where γi = ±1 and i = 1, 2, · · · , 15. The following theorem
is the main result in this paper.
Theorem 9. A (1+2)-DOF dual-master/3-DOF single-slave
teleoperation system with impedance matrix Z in (5)
satisfying the symmetrization conditions
A) zi,j zj,k zk,i = zj,i zk,j zi,k , where i, j, k = 1, 2, · · · , 6,
i 6= j 6= k, and i 6= k.
B) Z`` is symmetric, where ` = 1, 2.
is absolutely stable if and only if
C) The elements of Z in (6) have no poles in the righthalf plane (RHP).
D) Any poles of the elements of Z in (6) on the imaginary
axis are simple, and the leading principal minors of
the residues matrix of Z at these poles are greater
than zero.
E) For all real values of frequencies ω, the leading principal minors of the real part of Z 0 in (8) are greater
than or equal to zero, i.e.,
Re(zi,i ) ≥ 0,

i = 1, 2, · · · n × m
|z1,2 z2,1 | + Re(z1,2 z2,1 )
Re(z1,1 )Re(z2,2 ) −
≥0
2
..
.
det(Re(Z 0 )) ≥ 0

(9a)

(9b)

(9c)




det

where s = σ + jω. H(s) is stable if every bounded
input produces a bounded output and this happens if
the poles of H(s) have negative real parts. This stability
definition is equivalent to the absolute convergence (defined below) of H(s) in the region Re(s) ≥ 0. If h is
locally integrable, thenR H(s) is said to converge if the
r
limit H(s) = limr→∞ 0 h(t)e−st dt exists. Also, H(s) is
R∞
said to converge absolutely if the integral 0 |h(t)e−st |dt
exists. The set of values of s for which H(s) converges is
known as the region of convergence (ROC) and is of the
form Re(s) ≥ a, where a is a real constant. Importantly,
if H(s) converges at s = s0 , then it will converge for all s
with Re(s) > Re(s0 ). The above means that for stability
analysis it suffices to focus on the convergence of H(s)
when Re(s) = 0, i.e., on the jω axis. This is sometimes
referred to as real-frequency stability. Thus, as a linear
time-invariant system, the stability of a (1+2)-DOF dualmaster/3-DOF single-slave teleoperation system needs to
be analyzed only for s = jω.
According to Lemma 8, if there exists a reciprocal n-port
network with impedance matrix Z 0 that has the same
stability characteristics as the original nonreciprocal nport network with the impedance matrix Z, then
det(Z 0 + T ) = det(Z + T )
for any passive T in (7). Thus,

(11)




= det

Z11 + T1
Z12
Z21
Z22 + T2



The above is to hold for any passive T . It is easy to show
that calculating the two determinants and equating the
coefficients of T1 , T2 gives the matrix Z 0 in (8) as well as
the symmetrization conditions A and B.
On the other hand, according to Lemma 7, the reciprocal
n-port network with impedance matrix Z 0 is absolutely
stable if and only if it is passive. In turn, according to
Lemma 5, Z 0 is passive if and only if it is positive real,
which can be verified through Definition 3.
From the above, we conclude that the original nonreciprocal n-port network with impedance matrix Z is absolutely stable if and only if the equivalent reciprocal n-port
network’s impedance matrix Z 0 is positive real. In this
context, it is straightforward to show that Conditions C
and D in Theorem 9 are the same as Conditions i) and
ii) in Definition 3. Also, according to Condition iii) of
Definition 3, the Hermitian matrix
T

Z 0 (jω) + Z 0 (−jω) = 2Re(Z 0 (jω))
(12)
needs to be positive semidefinite for the n-port network
with impedance matrix Z to be absolutely stable. Using
Property 4, and simplifying the conditions by
r
|zi,j zj,i | + Re(zi,j zj,i )
√
(Re( zi,j zj,i )) =
(13)
2
where i, j = 1, 2, · · · , 6, we arrive at conditions (9a)-(9c).
This concludes the proof.

Proof. Consider a linear time-invariant system with impulse response h(t). The system’s transfer function is the
Laplace transform of h(t) defined as
Z ∞
H(s) =
h(t)e−st dt
(10)
0

Z011 + T1
Z012
Z021
Z022 + T2

5. CASE STUDY: STABILITY OF A 1-DOF + 2-DOF
DUAL-MASTER/3-DOF SINGLE-SLAVE
TRILATERAL TELEOPERATION SYSTEM
In this section, the aim is to apply the proposed stability
criterion to a (1+2)-DOF dual-master/3-DOF single-slave
teleoperation system. Then, simulations will be conducted
for verifying the theoretical stability conditions.
5.1 A dual-master/single-slave teleoperation system
In a (1+2)-DOF dual-master/3-DOF single-slave teleoperation system, the equations of motion of the two masters and the slave in contact with the humans and the
environment, respectively, were shown in Section 3. In
this case study, we assume the three dimensions are x
(for the 1-DOF master 1) and y and z (for the 2-DOF
master 2). Obviously, the previous definitions changes
to Fh = [ fhx fhy fhz ]T , Fe = [ fex fey fez ]T , Vh =
[ vhx vhy vhz ]T , and Ve = [ vex vey vez ]T . Modeling each
robot by a mass, where Zm = Mm s, and Zs = Ms s, we
have
"
#
"
#
mmxx 0
0
msxx msxy msxz
0 mmyy mmyz
Mm =
Ms = msxy msyy msyz
0 mmyz mmzz
msxz msyz mszz
(14)
Let us consider position-position control laws for teleoperation (Tavakoli et al. (2007)):
Fcm = −Cm Vh + C4 Ve
(15a)
Fcs = −Cs Ve + C1 Vh
(15b)
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where, due to representing all impedances in the forcevelocity domain rather than the force-position domain, the
normally PD position controllers show up as PI velocity
controllers:


kpmxx +kvmxx s
0
0
s

kpmyy +kvmyy s kpmyz +kvmyz s 
Cm = 
0

s
s
kpmyz +kvmyz s kpmzz +kvmzz s
0
s
s



Cs = 


C4 = 


C1 = 

kpsxx +kvsxx s kpsxy +kvsxy s
s
s
kpsxy +kvsxy s kpsyy +kvsyy s
s
s
kpsxz +kvsxz s kpsyz +kvsyz s
s
s
kp4xx +kv4xx s
0
s
kp4yy +kv4yy s
0
s
kp4yz +kv4yz s
0
s
kp1xx +kv1xx s kp1xy +kv1xy s
s
s
kp1xy +kv1xy s kp1yy +kv1yy s
s
s
kp1xz +kv1xz s kp1yz +kv1yz s
s
s

kpsxz +kvsxz s
s
kpsyz +kvsyz s
s
kpszz +kvszz s
s

0
kp4yz +kv4yz s
s
kp4zz +kv4zz s
s
kp1xz +kv1xz s
s
kp1yz +kv1yz s
s
kp1zz +kv1zz s
s










(16)

By substituting (15) in (2), the impedance matrix of the
(1+2)-DOF dual-master/3-DOF single-slave teleoperator
is found as

 


Fh
Cm + Zm −C4
Vh
=
(17)
Fe
−C1
Cs + Zs
Ve
Now, let us investigate the stability of the teleoperator via
Theorem 9. With s = jω, the symmetrization conditions
of A and B boil down to the following conditions involving
the control gains and the frequency ω:
kv1xy = kp1xy = kv1xz = kp1xz = 0
ω 2 (kv1yz kv4yy − kv4yz kv1yy ) + jω(kv4yz kp1yy
+ kp4yz kv1yy − kv1yz kp4yy − kp1yz kv4yy )
+ kp4yz kp1yy − kp1yz kp4yy = 0
ω 2 (kv1zz kv4yz − kv4zz kv1yz ) + jω(kv4zz kp1yz
+ kp4zz kv1yz − kv1zz kp4yz − kp1zz kv4yz )
+ kp4zz kp1yz − kp1zz kp4yz = 0

(18)

(19)

(20)

Conditions (18)-(20) will be fulfilled for all frequencies ω
if the gains of the PD controllers (16) satisfy
kv1xy = kp1xy = kv1xz = kp1xz = 0
(21a)
kv4yy
kv4yz
kv4zz
kp4yy
kp4yz
kp4zz
=
=
=
=
=
(21b)
kv1yy
kv1yz
kv1zz
kp1yy
kp1yz
kp1zz
It is easy to see that, under (21), all the elements of
the impedance matrix (17) have only a simple pole on
the imaginary axis, thus satisfying Condition C. Analysis
of the residues according to Condition D leads to the
following additional constraints:
kpmxx ≥ 0, kpmyy ≥ 0, kpmzz ≥ 0
kpsxx ≥ 0, kpsyy ≥ 0, kpszz ≥ 0
2
kpmyy kpmzz − kpmyz
≥0
(kp1xx kp4xx − kpmxx kpsxx ) ≥ 0
kp1yz kpmyy = kpmyz kp1yy , kpsxy = 0
kp1xx = kpsxx , kp1yy = kpsyy , kv1xx = kvsxx
kv1yy = kvsyy , kp4xx = kpmxx , kv4xx = kvmxx

(22a)
(22b)
(22c)
(22d)
(22e)
(22f)
(22g)

Now, let us deal with Condition E of Theorem 9. Condition
(9a) turns out to state

kvmxx ≥ 0, kvmyy ≥ 0, kvmzz ≥ 0
(23a)
kvsxx ≥ 0, kvsyy ≥ 0, kvszz ≥ 0
(23b)
Under (21) and (22), the second leading principal minor
condition, i.e., (9b), gives
kvmxx kvmyy ≥ 0
(24)
Similarly, the third leading principal minor condition requires
2
kvmxx (kvmyy kvmzz − kvmyz
)≥0
(25)
The fourth leading principal minor condition mandates
− (kpmxx kvsxx − kvmxx kpsxx )2 ≥ 0
(26)
Condition (26) will be fulfilled if the PD control gain
satisfy
kpsxx
kpmxx
=
(27)
kvmxx
kvsxx
The fifth leading principal minor condition mandates
kvsxy = 0
(28)
Finally, under above stability conditions, the fifth leading
principal minor condition and the sixth leading principal
minor condition, i.e., (9c) always positive.
All in all, a sufficient, frequency-independent, and compact
condition set for stability of the above-described teleoperator is
kv1xy = kp1xy = kv1xz = kp1xz = kpsxy = kvsxy = 0
(29a)
kv4yy
kv4yz
kv4zz
kp4yy
kp4yz
kp4zz
=
=
=
=
=
(29b)
kv1yy
kv1yz
kv1zz
kp1yy
kp1yz
kp1zz
2
2
kpmyy kpmzz − kpmyz
≥ 0, kvmyy kvmzz − kvmyz
≥0
(29c)
kp1xx = kpsxx , kp1yy = kpsyy , kv1xx = kvsxx
(29d)
kv1yy = kvsyy , kp4xx = kpmxx , kv4xx = kvmxx
(29e)
kpmxx
kpsxx
=
, kp1yz kpmyy = kpmyz kp1yy
(29f)
kvmxx
kvsxx
where all control gains are nonnegative. The ratios in (29)
are merely artifacts of our presentation of the stability
conditions meaning that division by zero can be avoided.
5.2 Simulations
In general, for checking the stability of a two-port network,
the port #2 (environment port) can be connected to
passive terminations while the input energy at the port #1
(operator port) is measured. The teleoperator is absolutely
stable if and only if, at all times t > 0, we have:
Z t
Es (t) =
F1T (τ )V1 (τ ) dτ ≥ 0.
(30)
0

The position-position (1+2)-DOF dual-master/3-DOF single-slave teleoperation system is simulated in MATLAB/
Simulink. There is no time delay in the communication
channel between the masters and the slave. The 1-DOF,
2-DOF, and 3-DOF robots as the masters and the slave
are modeled as in (14) with Mmxx = 1.7, Mmyy = 1.9,
Mmzz = 1.3, Mmyz = 0.3, Msxx = 23, Msxy = 5,
Msyy = 5.6, Mszz = 15 Msxz = 0.5 and, Msyz = 1.3.
According to (29), the stability of the position-position
teleoperation system should depend on the controllers
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Table 1. The controllers gains of the 1-DOF +
2-DOF dual-master/3-DOF signal-slave teleoperation system used in simulations.

Master

Slave

Energy Es(t) (N.m)

20

kpmxx
kvmxx
kp4xx
kv4xx
kp4zz
kv4zz
kpsxx
kvsxx
kpsxy
kvsxy
kp1xx
kv1xx
kp1xy
kv1xy

400
80
400
80
250
50
200
40
0
0
200
40
0
0

kpmyy
kvmyy
kp4yy
kv4yy
kpmyz
kvmyz
kpsyy
kvsyy
kpsxz
kvsxz
kp1yy
kv1yy
kp1xz
kv1xz

300
60
300
60
30
10
150
30
15
20
150
30
0
0

kpmzz
kvmzz
kp4yz
kv4yz
(300)

250
50
30
10

kpszz
kvszz
kpsyz
kvsyz
kp1zz
kv1zz
kp1yz
kv1yz

125
25
15
5
125
25
15
5

20

25

with complementary degrees of freedom. Through simulations, the proposed stability criterion was validated.
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